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Report on "bilateral consultations between African countries

Pursuant to Conference of ministers resolution 222 B (a), since

1973 the secretariat has organized non-committal and confidential

consultations "between African countries in conjunction with the

meetings of the Conference of kjuiisters of 3CA. Such consultations

have "been held at Accra in 19731 at Hairobi in 1975 and at Kinshasa

in 1977-

So that there would be an opportunity to take stock of these

consultations, at its fourth meeting the Conference of iiinisters

adopted resolution 323 (XIII) by which it invited member States
to provide tue secretariat witlx the necessary inforinatidn on the

results of these consultations and on the follow-up action taken

thereon and requested the iixecutive Secretary to submit a report

to the Conference of Ministers at its fifth meeting assessing the

results of these consuKations and suggestions honr best the'procedure

for the consultations could be improved with a view to enhancing :

their usefulness in promoting intra-African trade.

The present report has been prepared in response*to that

resolution. It first describes how member States have responded to .

the invitation which was extended to them to provide the secretariat

with the necessary information on the consultations, before giving

the secretariat's assessment of the consultations* finally an

attempt has been made to put forward a number of suggestions which,

if implemented, could improve the way in which the meetings are

organized so that they could contribute more effectively to the

promotion of intra-African trade.

I• Response to the invitation extended to member States

te provide the necessary information on the consultations

In accordance with Conference of Ministers resolution 323 (Ztll),

by a letter dated 16 June 1977, the Executive Secretary invited all

member States to provide tiie secretariat with all the necessary

information on the results of the consultations and on the follow-up
action taken thereon.

To date, only one country has responded to the recfuest and

provided a list of produots which could be traded and agreed

upon between it and the countries with which it had held consultations.

It pointed out it would take concrete steps to do so when the
detailed studies being carried out by its Ministry of Commerce
had been completed.

H• Secretariat's assessment of the consultations

With such a meagre amount of information, the secretariat

naturally has great difficuly in giving anything like an objective

acoeocuent of the bilateral consultations which have been held so far
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All that can be done ie to recall certain statistics and

primarily the fact that, in 1977i 36 countries And economic groupings

took part, formally or inforally, in the consultations as against

28 in 1975 and 32 iW-1973. ■ -' ; : - ■ ■ -■''■"

One hundred and eleven, 69 and 107 consultations were scheduled

in 1977, 1975 and 1973 respectively of which 79» 54 and 71
respectively actually took place because certain countries which ;

had initially requested consultations or had been invited to them

did hot attend the Conference of Ministers,

Taking, into account the increase in the number of countrie's

members of -JCA since the first two rounds of consultations, the ^

1977 consultations had the highest participation rate'at 87,8 per

cent, whereas the rates recorded in 1973 at Accra arid 1975 at

Nairobi were 82,1 per cent and 82.4 per cent respectively.

The impression given by the foregoing statistics is that

over the various meetings member States have shown constant, if

not growing, interest in the consultations. This is generally speaking

in line with the impression gained by the XA staff who were involved in

the actual organization of the meetings in that several delegations had

occasion to inform them informally that they had derived" some' "benefit fro:.,

the consultations.

Nevertheless, the fact tliat the Executive .'secretary's letter

went virtually unanswered can be' interpreted in a variety of ways, not

all of which would necessarily indicate an active interest in the

consultations. " ' , .

In view of the foregoing, member States, will no doubt wish

to take advantage of the fifth meeting of the Conference of

liinisters to reaffirm clearly the importance they attach to the

continuation of the negotiations, if such is the case, by under-

talcing to forward the information which has been requested and .=;/.
thus justify the secretariat's continuing its efforts to organiae1 the

consultations (preparation of statistical tables, provision of inter

pretation, etc.) or alternatively to request that the consultations should

be discontinued. . . ■■-.,.

Ill.. .Suftfiest ions_ to improve, the

It should first be recalled that tiie non-committal and

confidential bilateral trade consultations are only one of the ways

that can be used to. promote intra-iJ^ican trade together-with many - >;

■*vthe-rs inc-ludinc in particular-those described or suggested in the,

section of the Jicecutive secretary's bienial report dealing with intra-

African trade and finance. It is however clear that,, if fully

exploited, this method, like others and together with others, can

make a useful contribution to the development of intra-African

trade. It is to this effect ,t.ha.t: the, following suggestions, are

made:
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(i) All countries concerned shouXd announce as promptly

as possible and not later than one montli from the date

of the invitations, their desire 'to participate in the

consultations indicating the names of the countries with

which they would like to consult;

(ii) They should also provide XA with a minimum of information

on the subject of the envisaged consultations so that

it may sent in advance to the countries invited to the

consultations so as to facilitate the conduct thereof

and compare the results obtained with the objectives set*

Strict observance of the suggested measures would

enable the 3CA secretariat to be in a better position

to compile sufficiently in advance all the statistical

tables on intra-African trade which are required if the

consultations are to proceed smoothly and tfhich can

if necessary be supplemented by precise information to

be furnished by the delegations themselves. This

procedure is of the greatest importance remembering

that in the past the staff of -iCa have been asked for a good

number «f consultations while the consultations were

actually being held which renders the work of the

secretariat extremely difficult since it is not possible

to take all the sources of statistical data to the

location of the Conference.

(iii) In order to avoid disrupting the work of the plenary

meetings of the Conference of Ministers it is highly

desirable that &:iy country which wishes to take part

in consultations should make provision in the composition

of its delegations for people with the following

qualifications who will have the specific task of

following the consultations:

- experts from the kLnistry of Trade ,

- experts from the central bank

- persons actually engaged in trade (including staff
from State or parastatal trade enterprises or

even businessmen and represenatives of Chambers of

Commerce, as appropriate.

(iv) i'ioreover, within tlie framework of the periodic meetings

of the ..ULXOC Couacils of ministers, arrangements could

be made if necessary to organize bilateral trade

consultations to assess at the subregional level the

consultations tLat had been held at the regional level.

(v) At the end of the consultations organized in conjunction

with the iXA Conference of idnisters, participating

countries could undertake to communicate all relevant

information on the results of the consultations and the

folloitf-up action taken systematically to the 1--CA

secretariat every six months until the next Conference
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of Ilinisters so that ECA could have a better idea

of how the consultations went and could thus help the

Conference of Ministers to decide on whether or not

they should continue to "be organized.


